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Brothers encouraging passing students to finish strong at Finals-week, Fall 2014

PREPARING FOR FALL ‘15 RUSH
Brothers, it’s that time of the year again! After having another great
year at Texas-Dallas, our graduating seniors have left open seats in our
numbers. Summer is the beginning of freshman orientations and campus
visits for committed high school graduates, and summer is a chance to
make an impression on the newest incoming Comets. If you know any
outstanding young men who have chosen UTD as their college of choice,
tell them to give Greek life a look, and recommend Fiji as their best
chance at having a successful and fun college career and beyond. Send all
rush recommendations to utdfiji.recruitment@gmail.com
Rush Fiji-tough!
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UNDERGRADUATE SPOTLIGHT
TYLER ORTEGA (2016)
It’s safe to say all of our guys were relieved and happy that their
grueling school schedules were finally over at the end of the Spring ‘15
semester. Others however, live by the rule of “can’t stop, won’t stop.”
Brother Tyler Ortega (2016) was selected by the International Journal of
Arts & Sciences to present his research paper on the facets of American
finance versus Islamic finance. The study was chosen for a double-blind
review process to be published in the journal, and Tyler was given the
chance to present his findings to more than 30 well-known and esteemed
economists, financial analysts, and attendees at Harvard Medical School
in Boston, Massachusetts from May 26-30.
Tyler says his favorite parts about visiting Boston were partying at
the Jazz clubs at night and getting to see all the historical artifacts that
span the whole city and region. Brother Ortega’s research is currently still
under review, but will hopefully be published soon. Tyler is a Finance &
Economics major in the Jindal School of Management, a senior student
senator for 2015-16, and will be graduating in the top of his class May
2016. Congratulations
on your success Tyler,
this is a great example
of what hard work and
persistence rewards you
with.
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